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Our fast moving age of inquiry and supposition pressures the 
ever-inquisitive mind of man to constantly seek new methods, devices, 
analytical diagnoses, critical comparisons of individuals and of sys-
tems of operation to better meet the needs of our ever-growing and in-
creasingly complex society. Education, obviously cannot rest on its 
laurels. 
In the pursuit of its ever-challenging objective to provide for 
needy boys the best possible care, Father Flanagan's Boys• Home wei-
comes and encourages the efforts of its staff to contribute to the 
effectiveness of its program for the rehabilitation of homeless, neg-
lected or underprivileged boys by means of conducting research studies 
in any relevant area. Four studies have been completed within the past 
eight years by members of the Boys Town staff, all in the realm of edu-
cation, as special emphasis is placed on the educational aspects of the 
over-all program. Consequently, educational techniques are subject to 
constant refinement and re-evaluation In relation to their primary ob-
jective-- that of ~eveloping each boy's potential to the maximum. 
The education of boys admitted to the Home tends to be a greater 
challenge to the teaching staff than that of educating boys in the 
average school, for boys at the Home constitute a group whose family life 
and school life in the past had been adversely affected by serious 
··. 
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environmental problems. Prior to their admission they had been exposed, 
to a greater or lesser degree, to the negative experience of tension, 
frustration, revolt or delinquency. It Is possible that such experiences 
would have an adverse effect upon the academic achievement of these boys. 
This possibility prompted the writer to undertake the present compara-
tive Investigation concerned with differences in achievement of boys broadly 
classified as coming from intact homes versus those from broken home 
environments. 
Educators, psychologists, and sociologists emphasize the tremen-
dous importance of home environment in the general adjustment, including 
the school adjustment, of the child. On the other hand, findings of 
current research studies referred to In a subsequent chapter of the pre• 
sent investigation seem to disagree or at least raise the question as to 
whether academic achievement Is substantially affected by early home 
conditions of the child. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem investigated In this study involved a comparison 
between 35 boys from intact homes and 35 boys from broken homes in grade 
eight at Father Flanagan's Boys 1 Home, at Boys Town,Nebraska, to ascer-
tain what differences, if an~, exist in mental age and academic achieve-
ment between the groups. 
The Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to Investigate whether or not 
students from intact homes and students from broken homes in grade 
eight at Father Flanagan's Boys• Home wouW (1) score significantly 
differently on the SRA Achievement Series, and (2) earn significantly 
different grade averages for the 1964-65 school year. To make the 
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study of value to the administrator and teachers, it was the aim of 
the writer to seek answers to specific questions: (1) Does the envi-
ronmental factor, broken home, warrant modifications of an educational 
program ? (2) Is it a variable to be considered in designing a 
specific program in an Institutional ..ttJn, ? 
Definition of Terms Used in This Study 
Intact home refers to a home where both parents are Jiving to-
gether, but the child, due to special problems involved, must be insti-
tut i ona I i zed. 
Broken home refers to a home where both parents are not living 
together with the child in a normal family relationship. The separa-
tion may be due to death, divorce, desertion, or any other cause. 
Intelligence quotient or I.Q. refers to a subject's level of 
intelligence as measured by the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. 
Mental Age refers to the child's intelligence or native ability 
at a particular age level. 
Achievement refers to levels of educational accomplishment as 
measured by the SRA Achievement Series, Battery 6-9, Form A. 
Grade point average refers to the composite academic grade 
earned by the subjects during the school year 1964-65. 
Hypotheses To Be Tested 
It is hypothesized in this study that there is no significant 
difference in mental age and performance of boys from Intact homes and 
boys from broken homes with reference to: (I) scores on the SRA Achievement 
Series; (2) grade point averages earned for the 1964-65 school year. 
-- --~-~,.,.....-..-. .. _ -
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·Population and Sample Used 
This study involved the 137 boys in grade eight at Father Flana-
gan's Boys• Home, at Boys Town,Nebraska, during the school year 1964-65. 
Since the group from intact homes comprised one-fourth (2~~) of the 
total population, the selection of the sample from broken homes consisted 
of matching chronological age, intelligence quotient and mental age with 
the subjects from intact homes. 
Sources of Data for the Study 
The major sources of data for this study were: (1) the case 
histories of the subjects in the sample: (2) the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children; (3) mental ages computed from the Calculatorj 
test scores from the SRA Achievement Series, Battery 6-91 Form A; 
grade point averages for subjects pursued during the school year. 
Limitations of the Study 
(4) 
B> 
This was a comparative study of differences in mental age and 
educational achievement between 35 boys from intact homes and 35 from 
broken homes in grade eight, who were at Father Flanagan's Boys Home at 
Boys Town,Nebraska during the 1964-65 school year. The study was based 
solely on information gathered and compiled at the Home and tests 
administered and evaluated by the Home 1s qualified personnel. It was 
designed to provide data which would be pertinent to an understand:tng 
of the psychological and educational problems of students in the Home. 
Summary 
In this chapter the policy of Father Flanagan's Boys• Home re-
garding the education of the boys admitted to the Home was reviewed. 
The reasons for undertaking the study, the scope and Its limitations were 
also presented. The following chapter will contain a survey of literature 




Previous research studies specifically pertaining to the present 
investigation were extremely limited. However, the broad areas of the 
importance of the home and school in the early development of the child 
provided invaluable sources for review. Several studies of school achieve-
ment of children from broken homes and intact homes conducted within the 
last two decades are summarized in this chapter. 
The basic unit of society always has been, and is, the family, 
and the core or root of the family is the home. Because the home is a 
natural training institution, any studies involving a child and his so-
cial nature peer deeply into the effects of the home and family upon his 
attitudes. Founded, endowed, and perpetuated by God Himself, the home 
is particularly important in the molding of a child 1s entire being. 
Waller gives his evidence under the following five reasons: 
1. The family affects the individual first. 
2. Family experiences are repetitious. 
3. The family is the major agent for transmitting culture. 
4e Family conditioning has special emotional quality. 
5. The family is a status-giver and as such fosters independence.) 
Daly is of the opinion that the all-important constituents of per-
sonality development come into being in early childhood, amidst the normal 
"rubbing of shoulders" involved in family life. All progress in life de-
pends upon these components of personality, and the relationship between 
1 w. Waller and R.Hill, The Family (New York: The Dryden Press, 
1951 ), p.495. 
5 
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parents and infant gradually maps out the struggle between trust and mis-
trust. Action and counteraction provide groundwork for autonomy and ini-
tiative in the child. As the child progresses into the stage of adoles-
cence, a new sense of identity arises in the form of a desire for status 
in the family. Family life, and the child's reaction to it, all give rise 
to new powers--the power to Jove and be loved, to form and develop at-
tachments to others, and to accept discipline and authority in their right-
ful p1aces.2 
Peck believes that most parents make some mistakes in raising their 
children; but he is also of the opinion that the home and family life, no 
matter how peccable, provide a certain security of a psychological nature 
that no other society or single person can convey. He maintains that there 
is abundant evidence to back that statement, or, in simpler terms, 11there 
is no place like home11 when it comes to rearing chi1dren.3 
Having spoken of the importance of family life, it is unfortunate 
to have to report that one out of eight children is not Jiving with both 
parents. Statistics show that four out of every ten children come from a 
broken home, where one or both parents may be missing because of death, 
divorce, separation, or institutionalization. 
According to Crescimbeni, the present trend of family breakdowns 
or dissolitions approaches a national scope that affects all economic 
groups of society. Just as family stability contributes to the emotional 
stability of an individual, so can a tense, unpleasant atmosphere 
2D.Daly, 11The Family as the Unit of Service in Social Work, 11 
in Fred De11inquadri, ed., Helping the Family in Urban Society (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1963 ),p.177. 
L.Peck, Child Psychology (Boston: D.C.Heath Company, 1953), 
p.98. 
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foster insecurity that will affect a11 aspects of a child's world. Every 
family tragedy will sponsor some adverse psychological or emotional re-
actions in a child. 4 Kirkpatrick listed the following possible psycho-






Divorce often brings a shock to the child's sense of security. 
There is almost always some conflict of loyalty in the mind 
of the child made aware of parental conflict by the overt 
behavior of the divorce process. 
The conflict of loyalties could be transformed into a hosti-
lity to both parents. 
A disturbance of parent-child mechanisms can result from 
divorce. 
Various behavior symptoms observed in children have been 
attributed to parental divorce.5 
The continuity of a child's emotional and intellectural develop-
ment is impaired by a family disturbance and such an upheaval of home 
life may well affect his school work, reports Bossard. In some radical 
cases, the termination of a family may mean an end to a series of 
unhappy situations and it may mean the opportunity for new chances, 
especially in regard to very young children.6 
Punke is in agreement with Bossard concerning the effect of a 
broken home upon the development of children. He observes that in some 
cases a child is better off to be Jiving with either parent than to be 
caught between the crossfire, chaos, and frustrations of quarreling 
parents.? Frandsen, on the other hand, points out that children who lack 
4J.Crescimbeni, "Broken Homes Affect Academic Achievement," 
Education, March,1964, p. 437. 
5c.Kirkpatrick, The Family as Process and Institution (New York: 
The Ronald Press Company, 1963), p.618. 
6J.Bossard, The Socioloav of Child Development(New York: 
Harper and Brothers,1954), p. 07. 
7H. Punke, "Juvenile Delinquency and the American Home," 
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondar School Princi als 
XLI November,1957 , pp. 20-21. 
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the normal child-parent relationship are deprived of healthy emotional 
growth and susceptible to emotional maladjustment which may affect learn-
ing and problem-solving efficlency. 8 
In view of the varied findings, Ralph and Tannenbaum state that 
of themselves good or personal adjustment to situations or pleasant or 
unpleasant home conditions do not account for expected achievement or 
for underachievement at school. "Despite the voluminous work done in 
this area, we do not as yet have a clear profile of traits that distin-
guish underachievers from their comparably able peers who live up to 
scholastic expectations. 119 
Jersild agrees that much is left unexplained concerning the re-
lationship between underachieving students and their family situations. 
It is true that many successful students come from what may be termed 
unfavorable home conditions, while many unsuccessful students come from 
what appear to be desirable environmental conditions. He reports that 
studies are being made of emotionally disturbed or delinquent adoles-
cents, in an effort to discover some factor in their upbringing that 
might account for the adverse behavior. A number of such studies re-
veal that many adolescents who are experiencing difficulties come from 
unfavorable environments, that is, homes in which one or both parents 
are overt)y unaffectlve or downright rejecting of the child himself, 
Still, he concludes, such studies are open to various interpretations. 10 
BArden H. Frandsen, How Children Learn--An Educational 
Psychology (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1957), p. 264. 
9J. Ralph and P. Tannenbaum, "Underachievement: Review of Literature." 
Talented Youth Project, Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of School Experimenta-
tion, Teachers College, Columbia University, (Revised,unpublished, 1961), 
p. 19. 
10 
A.T. Jerslld, The Psychology of Adolescence (New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1963), p. 138. 
-.. -,· 
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The social institution that is usually chiefly concerned about 
learning and academic progress of children is the school. It provides 
the link most common in his childhood days, to learning situations that 
exist outside the home; and school, too, is another organization with 
which the child frequently interacts. Prescott lists factors that he 
feels influence the learning of all children: 
1. The health, growth level, characteristic rate of energy out-
put, special aptitudes, and disabilities of their bodies. 
2. The climate of love In which they live and whether or not 
this climate affords them basic emotional security. 
3. The specific subcultural elements within our complex culture 
that they are interanalyzing through interaction with their 
parents and with other persons in the communities where 
they 1 ive. 
4. The roles and status they are able to win and to which they 
aspire, in the free activities of their age mates or peers 
in the schools they attend and in communities where they Jive. 
S. The concepts of the universe, of the world, and of society 
which their earlier experiences have engendered; their con-
cept of themselves and of their aptitudes and capacities. 
6. The degree they feel physically loved, safe, and socially 
accepted.ll 
This list was interesting to note because it only lightly touches 
upon inherent or innate characteristics of an individual and emphasizes, 
rather, the paramount role that environment plays. Many of the above-
mentioned factors relate to the home and the part that the family plays 
in developing attitudes and concepts deemed necessary for fulfilling 
basic needs of the individual. 
The Gluecks maintain that the school is the first testing ground 
for the child that exists outside the security of his home. It is there 
that he proves himself capable of adapting to and socializing in condi-
tions where there are strict rules enforced for the first time by non-
parental authority. For the first time, he tastes the power of the 
llo. Prescott, Factors that Influence Learning (Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1958), p.]]. 
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out-side world to impose upon him rigid regulations that will govern his 
behavior for the time that he is In school. It is a time for his sub-
jection to restraints and punishments that somehow are beyond the scope 
of even his parents and his familiar home life. The child is now 
forced to face reality and to prove his ability to sink or swim on the 
sea of human existence.12 
Thompson, in close agreement with the Gluecks, reports that 
school life is the source of many of the child 1s greatest satisfactions, 
as well as some of his most frustrating conflicts. A formidable number 
of a child 1s social, emotional and intellectual needs are satisfied 
through associations with his peers in a classroom situation.13 
It is reasonable to say that schooling cannot completely account 
for the molding of one 1s character and the structuring of motivations for 
conduct. But it can provide a deep sense of emotional satisfaction in 
the achievement of skills; it can arouse socially acceptable ambitions 
as well as place a pupil in contact with adults whom he seeks to emulate 
and identify with, according to Gluecks. Just as these positive no-
tions can be achieved, so can negative situations scar or damage the 
psyche of the learning child, well enhancing the development of anti-
social behavior and defiance of all authority. 14 
Nowadays, the school is expected to perform many functions which 
once belonged only to the home. Therefore, the school is probably expect-
ed to supplant the vital psychological needs that are noticeably absent 
12sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Delinquents in the Making {New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1952), p.69. 
l3G.Thompson, Child Psychology {Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 
1962) p.663. 
14 Sheldon and Eleanore Glueck, loc.cit. 
11 
in the modern home, as well as to decry their absence. Volz reports 
that no clinics are equipped or able to attend to the whole child over 
a continuing period of years as a school is able to do. No agency or 
association can even begin to equal the potential that schools already 
i h• 15 possess n t as area. Waller has said that the school is the 11only 
agency potentially adapted to dealing with the problems of the young. 1116 
The school is the witness of many emotional outbursts, contends 
Crescimbenl. Emotions, such as gullt, self-pity and continued frustra-
tions are expressed. These emotions confront the classroom, the school, 
the teachers and the daily learning experiences until the child gradually 
becomes overwhelmed by a tidal wave of academic failure and social re-
pression.17 
Weir intimates that the teacher's task is to make a child re-
ceptive to training by producing in him a disposition necessary for this. 
Although she cannot correct unwholesome environmental factors of the 
home, still an Insight into the problem can provide the teacher with a 
formidable head-start. History tells us that noble characters can still 
be gleaned from defective fields. Therefore, evil influences can be 
offset by other salutary and elevating influences.l8 
Related Studtes 
A paucity of information exists to indicate that broken homes 
15 
H. Voltz, 11The Role of the School in the Prevention and 
Treatment of Delinquent and Other Abnormal Behavior, 11 School and Society, 
January, 1950, p.21. 
16The Saturday Review of Literature, September 18, 1943, p. 5. 
17J. Crescimbeni, loc.cit. p.438. 
18E.Weir, Criminology (Joliet: Institute for the Scientific 
Study of Crime, 1941), p.2 • 
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affect academic achievement. In an effort to fill a few gaps, studies 
have been conducted in which the achievement of children from such homes 
was compared to those of children from Intact homes. Efforts were made 
to see if an atypical home relationship has any effect upon a child 1s 
ability to do his work in school. These studies were reviewed and are 
reported here. 
The Gluecks found that no fewer than six out of every ten of the 
homes of delinquents had been broken by separation, divorce, death or 
prolonged absence of the parents. On the other hand,three out of ten 
homes of non-delinquents suffered the same misfortunes. Education-wise, 
the delinquents were more retarded, and achievement in almost all areas 
was far below that of non-delinquents. The differences showed up espe-
cially in reading and arithmetic as ascertained by the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test. When comparing the average reading quotients of the two groups 
of students, a five-point difference was shown in favor of the non-delln-
quents. Although not large, this was statistically significant. In arith-
metic also, the delinquents achieved less, receiving an average for their 
group of 71, as opposed to 78 by the non•delinquents.l9 
In a study made by Feinberg, results obtained from the Stanford 
Achievement Test administered to 138 orphan home children, were compared 
to those of a maladjusted group of children and a foster home group. The 
children In orphan homes achieved much better than children In the mal-
adjusted group, but did not achieve as well as those in foster homes. The 
orphan home group had the same average age, I.Q., and grade allocation 
as did those in the foster homes. However, in everything except litera-
ture, there was a decrease in achievement from .1 to .8 grades. The 
19 s. & E. Glueck, Joe. cit. pp. 73-74. 
.·.~ 
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author attributed the excellence of the foster home group over the 
other two groups to the fact that their environment, a foster home, was 
most similar to an intact home situation, hence it enhanced scholastic 
achievement. 20 
Feinberg and Moscovitch concluded that the emotional condition 
of the children was the significant factor affecting their performance 
on the test. Emotional conditions seemed to supercede any environmental 
causes or general intellectual abilities. To investigate this point, 
113 children Jiving in difficult normal home situations were compared 
with a group of children who had been placed in foster homes or orphan 
homes. On the Stanford Achievement Test, children from the normal home 
group achieved higher scores than those from the foster home or orphan 
home group, even though both groups had approximately the same intelli-
gence quotient. A sub-group from the difficult normal home children who 
displayed severe emotional problems did no.t perform differently on the 
test in any significant way from those living in foster or orphan homes. 
This seems to indicate that by controlling the group more closely, a def-
inite adverse effect resu1ted. 21 
A more recent follow-up investigation was conducted by Condit. 
He concluded that students from homes that were secure and intact earned 
significantly higher averages than students from broken homes at all lev-
els of educational performance. He also found that the drop-out rate was 
20Henry Feinberg, 11Achievement of Children in Orphan Homes as 
Revealed by the Stanford Achievement Test. 11Journal of Genetic Psychology, 
LXXXV.(December, 1954), p.227. 
21 ' 
Henry Feinberg and Edward Moscovltch, 11Achievement on the Stan• 
ford Achievement Test of Children in Difficult Home Situations Compared 
with Children Placed Out of Home. 11 Journal of Experimental Education, 
XXVII (September, 1957), pp.67-80. 
.... -~ •; 




much higher for broken home students at both the secondary and college 
level. For this particular study, a total of 1,566 eighth grade stu-
dents were divided into two groups: those from broken homes and those 
from homes secure and intact. Both groups were matched according to 
I.Q., grade averages, sex, and socio-economic standings. Their achieve-
ment was followed from the eighth grade through freshman year in 
college. 22 
Another Investigation conducted by Belcher, probed the differ-
ences between certain personality traits and academic achievement of a 
group of seventh, eighth, and ninth grade Negro students from broken and 
intact homes. They were matched on grade, sex, age, and intelligence 
test scores. The results from the California Achievement Test revealed 
the following: (1) broken home students in grade seven were retarded by 
1.32 grades; (2) broken home students in grade eight were retarded by 
2.35 grades and (3) broken home students in grade nine were retarded by 
2.58 grades. The author concluded from these statistics that, it is impos-
sible to decide definitely whether broken home conditions, ,fnnate disposi-
tions, or both are responsible for the significant difference in academic 
achievement of broken home and intact home students in grades seven, eight 
and nine. 23 
Another investigator, Hollingsworth, examined the achievement, 
22E.J.Condit, "The Educationa/Performance of Students from 
Non-Broken Homes Compared with Educational Performance of Students 
from Homes Broken by Death or Divorce." (unpublished Ph.D. disser-
tation, Colorado State College,Greeley,Colorado, 1960), p.45. 
23 L. Belcher, 11An Experimental Investigative Study of Certain, 
Personality Characteristics and Academic Achievement of Negro Children 
from Broken Homes of Towasend Park School, Pine Bluff, Arkansas!' (un-
published Ph.D.dissertation, Colorado State College, Greeley,Colorado, 
1961), p.l24. 
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intelligence, and personal and social adjustment of a group of forty 
seventh and eighth grade students who were of a low socio-economic lev-
el. He compared their test scores with national norms already estab-
lished. Upon analyzing the data, he found that 82.5 per cent of the 
students were achieving below grade level, and that 62.5 per cent had 
adjustment scores at or below the 40th percentile. He concluded that 
both achievement and adjustment had been adversely affected. Once again, 
it could not be stated definitely that the low socio-economic status 
was the sole reason for the poor achievement and adjustment results. 
One conclusion that may be safely drawn Is that low socio-economic 
status, underachievement,and poor adjustment did occur together, and 
perhaps one area may have had undesirable effects on the other~4 
Crescimbeni divided 184 pupils into twe groups. In one group 
the students had sustained some sort of family catastrophe such as 
death, divorce, separation, or desertion. The other group lived with 
their parents in a united home. He matched the groups on the following 
variables: age, intelligence level, sex, grade, school and socio-
economic level. For a period of two years the groups were studied 
closely and tested periodically with standardized tests at the end of 
each year. Upon completion of the investigation it was learned that 
at the end of one year of family disruption, the group involved re-
vealed a mean difference of .9 resulting in at-ratio of 10.25, well 
above the significance level. A year later, the achievement test scores 
revealed a mean difference of 1.0 resulting in a t•ratio of 10.30, 
24 
J.L.Ho11ingsworth, 11A Study of the Achievement, lnte111gence, 
and Adjustment of a Group of Low Socio-Economic Level Seventh and Eighth 
Grade Students" (unpublished Masters thesis, The University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville,1963), p. 53. 
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also highly significant. To further substantiate these findings, 
Crescimbeni performed a t•test for each of the categories of death, 
divorce, separation and desertion. In the category of death, the 
highest significance was found, but all situations recorded a high 
significance level. He, therefore, concluded that the school program 
should be set up in such a way that it may accommodate a child's inevi-
table readjustment following the Joss of a parent. 25 
Summary 
It is evident from the literature reviewed in this chapter 
that both the family and the school do influence the child's attitudes 
in his formative years. However, disagreement among the authors in 
their conclusions concerning the effects of broken home conditions 
upon the academic achievement of children is revealed in the findings 
of the studies. This indicates a possibility that research in this 
area is not comprehensive enough to provide satisfactory answers; also 
that there is much need for further research in the field of academic 
achievement. 
25 




To test the hypotheses of this study, the following data were 
collected and interpreted: (1) I.Q. 1s as measured by the Wechsler In-
telligence Scale for Children; (2) mental ages as computed from the 
Bowman I.Q. Kalculator; (3) school achievement as measured by the SRA 
Achievement Series,Battery 6-9, Form A, and (4) grade averages sub-
mitted by teachers. 
Population and Selection of Sample 
A total of 137 boys in grade eight at Father Flanagan's Boys' 
Home during the school year 1964-65 were included in this study. With-
in this population of 137 boys, 35 boys came from intact homes. From 
the remaining total of 102 boys who were from broken homes, 35 boys were 
selected and matched with those from intact homes on chronological age, 
mental age, and intelligence. 
The case history of each boy was reviewed to determine the var-
iables relating to the quality of the home environment. The chronolo-
gical age, the state from which the application was requested, the mari-
tal status of the parents, size of the family, rank position of boy among 
siblings, age at first separation, and length of time spent at Father 
Flanagan's Boys• Home were considered. 
Population Analysis.--Distribution of chronological ages, men-














EQUIVALENCY OF INTACT HOME AND BROKEN HOME GROUPS IN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, 
MENTAL AGE, AND INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT 
(1-H = Intact Home B-H = Broken Home) 
Group Range Mean S.D. SEM Diff. SED 
1-H 154 to 203 173.34 10.36 I. 78 
12-10 to 16-6 14.5 
.54 .658 
B-H 149 to 189 172.80 10.07 1. 73 
12-5 to 15-9 14-4 
1-H 125 to 203 163.09 16.95 2.91 
10·5 to 16-11 13-6 
.07 .913 
B·H 131 to 203 163.02 16.68 2.86 
10-11 to 16-11 13-6 
I•H 67 to 120 94.48 12.25 2.10 
• 21 .419 
B-H 75 to 120 94.69 12.18 2.09 







68 • 501 
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The groups were relatively homogeneous as the data in Table I sub-
stantiate. Little difference was evident in mean chronological ages since 
the range of the intact home group was 49 months while that of the broken 
home group was 40 months, with mean chronological ages of 14 years 5 months 
and 14 years 4 months, respectively. Normally, 13 years 8 months would be 
the mean chronological age of eighth grade students in April of the school 
year. These results indicate that on the average the intact home group is 
7 months and the broken home group 6 months retarded in grade placement 
for their age. 
Data for the mental ages of the two groups reveal a range from 10-5 
to 16-11 for the intact home group and from 10-11 to 16-11 for the broken 
home group with the same mean M.A. of 13-6 for both groups. The data 
indicated that the boys were slightly below the norm for average eighth grade 
children. With reference to mentality the boys' averages were also lower. 
I.Q. scores ranged from 67 to 120 with a mean of 94.48 for the intact home 
group and from 75 to 120 with a mean of 94.69 for the broken home group. 
To ascertain the equivalency of the two groups, the t•test was 
applied to the differences between means of both groups. Since t-values 
were not significant, the groups were comparable in the traits of chrono-
logical age, mental age, and I.Q. 
Distribution of cases of the sample by locale.--The writer made no 
attempt to control the geographical areas from which the samples were taken. 
Table 2 shows wide representation of states from which the boys were admitted. 
It can be seen from Table 2 that boys from intact homes represented 
12 states, while the boys from broken homes represented 20 states. A total 
of 52 boys were admitted from the Central States. This predominance may be 
attributed to the fact that Father Flanagan's Boys• Home is located in the 
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TABLE 2 
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE SAMPLES 
State Boys from Per cent Boys from Per cent 
intact homes of total broken homes of total 
California I 2.9 0 
Colorado I 2.9 0 
Florida 0 I 2.9 
Idaho 0 I 2.9 
Illinois 6 17.1 3 8.6 
Indiana 0 I 2.9 
Iowa 8 22.7 2 5.7 
Kansas 0 I 2.9 
Maryland I 2.9 I 2.9 
Michigan 3 8.6 I 2.9 
Minnesota I 2.9 I 2.9 
Missouri 4 11.4 4 11.4 
Nebraska 2 5.7 7 19.4 
New Jersey 0 I 2.9 
New Mexico 0 2 5.7 
North Carol ina 0 I 2.9 
Ohio 3 8.6 I 2.9 
Oklahoma 2 5.7 I 2.9 
Oregon 0 I 2.9 
South Dakota 3 8.6 I 2.9 
Texas 0 3 8.6 
Virginia 0 I 2.9 
Total 35 100.0 35 too.o 
Midwest; hence, the agencies of these states are more conscious of its 
facilities and opportunities. 
The case histories of the boys indicated a high degree of simi-
larity regarding the social, economic, and cultural backgrounds in spite 
of the wide representation of states. 
The marital status of the parents.--Data on the stability of the 
home gave a partial clue to the child 1s situation. Marital cohesion is 
essential because of the light it throws upon the home life these boys 







MARITAL STATUS OF PARENTS OF THE BROKEN HOME GROUP 
Status Frequency Per cent 
Both deceased 4 11.4 
One parent living 10 28.6 
Divorced 15 42.9 
Deserted 6 17.1 
Total 35 100.0 
home group is presented. 
It is at home that a child's insecurities, his confusion about 
standards of behavior, and his problem of accepting the authority of par• 
ents and others, are apparent. Data in Table 3 reveal the instability of 
the homes of these boys. Parents of 15 boys, almost one-half (42.9%) of 
the total were divorced. In 5 cases (14.3%) the mother was deceased and 
in another 5 cases (14.3%) the father was dead. In homes broken by 
abandonment, 3 fathers, 2 mothers, and in one case both parents deserted 
the family and did not Jive in the home with the boys. Both parents of 
4 boys were deceased. Such home situations reflect the more extensive and 
intensive emotional handicaps the boys experienced. 
Reasons for boy not living with parents.-The individual case his-
tories of the boys did not include specific details concerning the serious-
ness of the problems of neglect, rejection, sickness, or behavioral 
difficulties. The reasons for boys 1 living away from home have been 
divided into four broad categories and summarized in Table 4o 
One must be aware of the limitation of the definition of ''intact 
2;2' 
TABLE 4 
REASONS FOR BOYS NOT LIVING WITH PARENTS 
Reason Frequency 
Parental reject ion 2 
Parental neglect 20 
Parent sick or in 
mental hospital 5 








home•• background and be cognizant of the variation in quality which can 
exist in a home in which both parents are living. 
Family size.--ln Table 5 the size of the families of both groups 
of boys is presented. 
TABLE 5 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FAMILY 
-
Number of Boys from intact homes Boys from broken homes 
children 
Frequency Per cent Frequency Per cent 
10-12 2 5.7 1 2.9 
7-9 7 20.0 6 17.1 
4-6 15 42.9 16 45.7 
1 .. 3 11 31.4 12 34.3 
Total 35 1oo.o 35 100.0 
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There is considerable theory and research related to family size. 
Family sociologists have come to believe that interaction and involvement 
are more intense in smaller families. Research by Nye provides support 
for the idea that the resulting parent-child relation is more intimate 
and affectionate. Closer parent-child affectional ties should, in turn, 
result in more effective indirect control and, perhaps, more effective 
internalization as well. 1 
A study of the children of 173 one-child families, 679 two-to-six-
child families, and 148 seven-or-more-child families revealed that the 
children of the large families enjoyed the best of mental health. They 
were found to be "significantly less emotionaJJy disturbed, less likely 
to do poor school work, more prone to have unintelligent fathers and 
mothers and more likely to come from poor homes. 112 It was also found that 
the incidence of broken homes was much higher in small families. 
In another study of 100 large families of from 6 to 16 children, 
it was found that their undoubted advantage lay in personality development. 
The relatively greater number of mature individuals led the authors to 
conclude that 11to grow in a large family is to come to terms with 1ife. 113 
The results in Table 5 indicate that in both groups the majority 
of the boys are from relatively small families. The average number of 
children in the intact homes is 4.91 while that of the broken homes is 4.60. 
I 
I.Nye, "Parent-Child Adjustment: Sex, Sibling Number, Broken Homes, 
and Employed Mothers as Variables,'' Marriage and Family Living, XIV 
(Nov.l952), p.32. 
2 
A.EIJis and R.M.Beechley,"A Comparison of Child Guidance Clinic 
Patients Coming from Large, Medium, and Small Fami I ies," Journal of Genetic 
Psychology, LXXXIX (1951), p.l42. 
3James H.S. Bossard and E.S.Boll, The Large Family System 





Rank of boy among siblings.-- Research points out that the child's 
position in the family may affect his personality development. Because 
of the preferential treatment he receives it appears that the only 
child, the first child or the youngest child is deemed to be especially 
vulnerable to the development of behavioral difficulties. It Is of in-
terest, therefore, to examine the rank of order held in the family by 
the boys from intact homes as compared to that of the boys from broken 
homes. The distribution may be observed in Table 6. 
TABLE 6 
RANK OF BOY AMONG SIBLINGS 
Rank Boys from intact homes Boys from broken homes 
Frequency Per cent Frequency Per cent 
Only child 4 11.4 5 14.3 
First born 5 14.3 5 14.3 
Middle 17 48.6 19 54.3 
Youngest 9 25.7 6 17.1 
Total 35 100.0 35 100.0 
It is obvious from Table 6 that small percentages of both groups 
were in the 11only chi ld 11 , 11fl rst born11 , or ''youngest 11 categories. Seven-
teen (48.6%} of the boys from Intact homes and 19 (54.3%} of the boys 
from broken homes held the middle position In the family. Middle 
children hold in their favor, according to Breckenridge and Murphy, 
a 11connectedness11 not only with those who are more capable because of 
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being older but also with those who are more dependent because of being 
younger. 4 HaJJ and Lindzey quote Adler's theory regarding the middle 
child: "The second or middle child is characterized by being ambitious. 
He is constantly trying to surpass his older sibling. He also tends to 
be rebellious and envious but by and large he is better adjusted than 
either his older or younger sibling. 115 
TABLE 7 
AGE OF BOY AT FIRST BREAK IN FAMILY LIFE 
Age Boys from intact homes Boys from broken homes 
Frequency Per cent Frequency Per cent 
Under 5 0 11 31.4 
5-9 0 9 25.7 
10-14 35 100.0 15 42.9 
Total 35 100.0 35 100.0 
Age of boy at first break in family Jife.--The separation of 
a child from parents Is an emotional blow to the child's conception of 
his parents, and disrupts his sense of security and family stability. 
Children younger than 10 years living away from home seem to be able 
to make adjustment to the new situation but not so with the adolescents 
who find new relationships ~ifficult to accept. Leaving home and 
truancy from school frequently result. Table 7 presents the ages of 
both groups at first separation from the family. 
4M.E. Breckenridge and M.N.Murphy, Growth and Development of 
the Young Child (Philadelphia: W.B.Saunders Co., 1964), p.52. 
5 Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of Personality 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, lnc.,1957), p.125. 
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Distributing the cases by age span, one may observe from Table 7 
that all boys from intact homes experienced their first break between the 
ages of 10 and 14. By contrast, the majority of the boys from broken 
homes experienced the trauma of separation in their respective families 
at earlier ages. 
Length of time boys have been at the Home at time of study.--
It seemed apparent after a review of the data collected that another fac-
tor should be examined; namely, the length of time the boys were at Father 
Flanagan's Boys' Home. Boys who are in desperate and destitute circum-
stances are admitted at all times of the year and the stay at the Home 1 
varies with different individuals. The length of time the boys had been 
at the Home when the present study was conducted is presented in Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
LENGTH OF TIME BOYS WERE AT FATHER FLANAGAN'S BOYS' HOME 
Boys from intact homes Boys from broken homes 
Time 
Frequency Per cent Frequency Per cent 
6 mo. to 1 yr. 17 48.6 7 20.0 
1 yr. 6 mo. to 2 yrs. 10 28.6 12 34.3 
2 yrs. 6 mo. to 3 yrs. 3 8.5 8 22.9 
3 yrs. 6 mo. to 4 yrs. .4 11.4 5 14.3 
4 yrs. 6 mo. to 5 yrs. 1 2.9 3 8.5 
Total 35 100.0 35 100.0 
The findings in Table 8 might be more pertinent to the problem than 
any other factor and while it is rather gross, it does reveal very decided 
characteristics of the groups. 
,-
; -
·~ ~~-· ' 
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The distribution of boys from intact homes has a heavy concentration 
of frequencies at the first two intervals. The distribution of boys from 
broken homes shows more normalcy. 
When speaking of an intact home, it is assumed that both father and 
mother are present in the home. Problems involving finance, sickness, 
incompatibility, drunkenness, cultural background, community, religious 
differences, and other outside influences are ever present, but children are 
definitely influenced by their parents. The writer feels that in view of 
an unstable home situation, the child has two options; he either cannot 
tolerate the situation and becomes deliquent just to escape a poor home 
atmosphere, or he can try by his own good example to keep the parents 
together. The latter naturally presupposes that he does well in the school 
situation. Children in this particular age and grade group are quite 
capable of making such a decision. However, It would seem that welfare 
agencies and charitable organizations currently believe that in order 
to maintain the family as a unit temporary placement should be sought 
outside the home. They apparently feel that if some burden of everyday living 
is relieved, conditions might change for the better and a unit in society 
would be preserved. Hence, the larger number of quick placements when 
trouble begins, as shown, in the 6 mo. to I yr. interval, which represents 
48.6% of the group in this study. 
In some cases families unconsciously start to drift apart, the 
difficulty being latent far before it becomes evident. Consequently, a period 
of time elapses before an awareness of trouble is present. This, therefore, 
possibly may be a predominate factor in the I yr. 6 mo. to 2 yrs. time which 
constitutes the second largest frequency and 28.6% of the cases in the 




As children mature and form habits they naturally present other 
problems. These may include incorrigibility, juvenile deliquency, 
negative school and home behavior, animosity toward parents caused by 
deep-rooted psychological and emotional maladjustments. These problems 
might suggest a change of atmosphere in an impartial and disciplined 
setting. These causes account for the remaining frequencies of the 
cases in the other intervals of the distribution. 
In considering the tenure of boys from broken homes, by observation 
one can immediately see a more compact distribution of cases. 
It is a universally accepted fact that a mother rearing children 
by herself (and this is usually the case at the Home) without alimony 
from the father, has certain welfare benefits such as Aid to Dependent 
Children and Social Security which she receives so long as the child 
resides with•her. Consequently, the mother keeps the child as long as 
possible in order to collect the benefits. 
The mother in a broken home usually works to supplement the family 
income and, as a result, the offspring are faced with problems which 
are different from those mentioned above. She will usually go to any 
length to keep the child at home, and despite the child's tendency to be 
truant, and to have 2 to 4 juvenile offenses to his credit, it seems 
that he remains at home longer than the child from an intact home. The 
writer can further substantiate this observation from case histories in 
files in the Home 1s Welfare Department. 
It will be further noted that once a child from a broken home is 
placed in an instituion he is there longer than a boy from an intact 
home. Hence, the more equal distribution in the remaining intervals of 
the distribution for cases in the study. 
,.,;, 
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Upon looking at the two distributions, and while it is not perti-
nent to the study, it can be pointed out that boys from intact homes have 
more psychological and emotional problems brought on by tensions within 
the home precipitated in causes pointed out previously, than the boys from 
the broken homes whose problems are more social than psychological resulting 
from lack of parental discipline and environmental conditioning. 
Instruments Used to Test Hypotheses 
In order to measure differences between the boys from intact 
homes and boys from broken homes, relative to mental ages and to 
performances on a standardized achievement test, the following instruments 
were used: the Bowman J.Q. Kalculator to compute the mental ages; the 
SRA Achievement Series, Battery 6-9, Form A, to measure the difference 
ona standardized achievement test. 
Description of the Bowman I.Q. Kalculator.--The M.A. I I.Q. 
Kalculator is a circular slide-rule in which a division operation is 
accomplished, thus making easier and more accurate an arithmetical 
computation. 
A true M.A. can be derived only from tests yielding a mental 
age directly from its score, such as, The 1937 Stanford Binet, or~ 
6th Edition Kuhlmann-Anderson Test. For pupils in the middle range of 
the I.Q. score, the approximations derived from the present calculation 
are considred accurate enough. The pupils in this study are within 
this range. 
The SRA Achievement Series,Battery 6-9, Form A.--This series 
was used to ascertain the achievement level of all subjects to determine 
their academic achievement. The test was administered to all students 
during April, 1965. The instrument measures educational development 
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of pupils in the following broad curricular areas: reading, Jan-
guage arts, arithmetic, and work-study skills. The sub-test within the 
series are as follows: 
Reading. Two scores are obtained from the Reading Test: (1) 
comprehension, and (2) vocabulary. 
language Arts. This test measures pupil development in three 
broad areas: (1) correct usage of capitalization and punc-
tuation, (2) language usage, and (3) spellfng. 
Arithmetic. Three sub-scores are obtained from this test: 
{1) arithmetic reasoning or problem solving. (2) mathematical 
concepts and usage, and (3) computation. 
Work-study Skills. This test does not measure a specific con-
tent area of the curriculum. The test materials are similar to 
those in textbooks, newspapers, and magazines used in all curri-
cular areas in elementary jun1ior high schools. Two sub-scores 
are obtained: (1) a composite score based on competence in the 
use of tables of contents, indexes, and general reference mate-
rials, and (2) a scote based on achievement in interpreting var-
ious types of charts. 
The reliability and validity of the instrument appear to be satis-
factory. The authors of the test report that these test scores yield 
split-half reliabilities in the high .so•s and low .90 1s (Kuder-Richard-
son formula). Split-halves coefficients of this magnitude are generally 
viewed as sufficient for individual evaluation.7 The authors also report 
the Pearson product-moment correlations among scores for each battery to 
run in the .50 1s and .60 1s. These findings indicate that, while the sep-
arate tests are measuring several achievements in common, each score is 
providing some unique information regarding educational achievement. 8 
6 
D.We1ty Lefever, Robert A.Nas1und, and louis P.Thorpe, 
SRA Achievement Series, Manual for the School Administrator (Chicago: 
Science Research Associates, 1958), pp. 7-9. 
7o.Welty Lefever, Robert A. Naslund, and louis P. Thorpe, 
SRA Achievement Series Technical Su lement (Chicago: Science Research 
Associates, 1957 , p.l • 
81bid., P· 24 
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Semester Grade Average 
In this study, length of time spent at the Home was not a con-
trolling factor; therefore, the grade point averages for courses studied 
during the year 1964-65 were included. It was felt that the current 
grade average would indicate more accurately the effect of the break on 
the student 1s achievement. Pertinent data from school records revealed 
the average grade earned by the matched pairs for the following subjects: 
Religion, Language Arts, Ari~hmetic, Science, Social Studies, and Physi-
cal Education. 
The school used the numerical grading system which is equivalent 
to other systems and point values as presented in Table 9. ~·· 
~ ;, 
TABLE 9 
GRADING SYSTEMS AND GRADE POINT VALUES 
Letter No. of 
Numerical Grade Equivalent Per cent Points 
I A 93 - 100 4 
2 B 86 - 92 3 
3 c 77 - 85 2 
4 D 70 - 76 I 
5 F 0 - 69 0 
Statistical Technique Used 
In this investigation analysis of the difference between two 
means for correlated samples was employed. As the data consisted of measure-
ments for 35 boys from intact homes and 35 boys from broken homes, equated 
according to chronological ages, mental ages, and intelligence quotients, 
t-ratios were applied to determine whether the differences between means 
were significant. The table t used to determine whether the computed 
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t-ratios were significant at the .05 or .01 levels of confidence 
for 68 degrees of freedom, revealed that a t-ratio of 1.99 was required 
for significance at the .05 level, or of 2.65 at the .01 level of confi-
dence.9 
Summary 
In the foregoing chapter data for this study were presented. The 
population and selection of the sample were described, and the instruments 
and methods used to test the hypotheses were explained. Results indicated 
that both groups were comparable in the traits measured, namely, chrono-
logical age, mental age, and intelligence quotient. The case histories 
revealed similarity in the social, economic, and cultural background 
for both groups. The following chapter presents the results of the 
investigation and the decisions regarding hypotheses tested. 
9J.P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Ps cholo and 
Education (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 19 2 , p. 137. 
·~· 
CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Standardized Test Scores 
Evidence was gathered to test the null hypotheses set up for the 
present study: there will be no significant differences in mental age and 
performance of boys from intact homes and boys from broken homes with 
reference to: (I) scores on the SRA Achievement Series; (2) grade point 
averages earned for the 1964-65 school year. 
Data of the grade equivalent scores earned by the students on the 
individual tests contained in the SRA Achievement Series are presented in 
Table 10. 
It can be seen from Table 10 that with the exception of Arithmetic 
Reasoning, the results for the separate tests indicated small differences 
in the measures of central tendency and variability for both distributions. 
The application of the t-test to the differences obtained between the means 
yielded non-significant differences. These results indicate that no 
significant differences existed in achievement between intact home 
and broken home students, in all tests except Arithmetic Reasoning. 
Upon examining the Arithmetic Reasoning scores, one may observe 
that the mean grade equivalent of 7.09 for the broken home group is .63 
months lower than the 7.72 obtained by the intact home group. The appli-
cation of the t-test to the difference of .63 between the means yielded a 
t-value of 2.25. This value is beyond the required value for a significant 
difference at the .05 level of confidence. When compared with the expected 
grade score, 8.8, a difference of .71 mos. for the broken home group and .08 
mos. for the intact home group was found. The evidence indicated thal the 
broken home group manifested a greater degree of retardation than the intact 





STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENT SCORES OF THE STUDENTS FROM INTACT HOMES 
AND BROKEN HOMES ON THE SRA ACHIEVEMENT SERIES 
(1-H • Intact Home B-H • Broken Home) 
Grade 
Test Group equivalency Mean S.D. SEM Diff. SE0 
Reading: 1-H 4.0 to 11.7 8.19 2.26 .39 
A. Comprehension .59 .33 
B-H 4.5 to 11.5 7.60 1.97 .34 
1-H 3.7 to 11.5 7.90 1.94 .33 
B. Vocabulary .40 .33 
B-H 3.7 to 11.8 8.30 2.18 • 37 
Arithmetic 1-H ' 4.6 to 13.0 7.72 1.84 .. 32 ' 
A. Reasoning .63 .28 
B-H 4.3 to 13.0 7.09 1.87 .32 
I•H 4.4 to 12.6 8.02 1.81 .31 
B. Concepts .08 .28 
B-H 4.4 to 12.6 7.94 2.09 .36 
1-H 3.9 to 12.0 8.13 2.48 .42 
C. Computation .27 .43 
B-H 4.1 to 13.6 7.86 2.30 .40 
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Test 
Language Arts: 
A. Cap. & Punct. 
B. Gram. Usage 
c. Spetllng 


















3.9 to 11.4 7.02 
3.9 to 12.2 7.52 
4. 5 to 11.6 7.25 
3.9 to 11.1 7.18 
4.4 to 11.3 7.92 
3. 2 to 12.8 7.44 
3.7 to 12.2 8.24 
2. 7 to 11.4 8.12 
3.7 to 12.6 7.98 
4.6 to 12.8 8.36 
... ~~" :: .' 
t 
s. o. SEH Dtff. SE0 df value 
2.14 .37 
.so .39 68 1.28 
2.85 .49 
1.81 .31 
.07 .33 68 • 21 
2.09 .36' 
2.35 .40 
.48 .49 68 .98 
2.50 .43 
2.12 .36 
• 12 .38 68 .32 
2.47 .42 
2.13 .37 




Composite Equivalent Grades and Grade Point Averages 
The composite equivalent grades scored on the SRA Achievement Series 
and the grade point averages earned for courses pursued during the academic 
year by the intact home and broken home groups, are'- summarized in Table 11. 




STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF COMPOSITE GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
AND GRADE POINT AVERAGES EARNED 
BY THE INTACT HOME AND BROKEN HOME GROUPS 
(1-H = Intact Home B-H = Broken Home) 
Gr. Range Mean S.D. SEM Dlff SEJ 
1-H.· 5.2 to 12. 1 7.85 1.66 .28 
.11 .22 
Equivalents 
B-H 4.6 to 11.6 7.74 1.86 .32 
Average 1-H .56 to 4.00 2.36 .97 .16 
Grade .19 • 14 
Points 





Looking at the results of the composite grade equivalent scores 
with attention to central tendency, one can observe that the mean composite 
grade equivalent of 7.74 for the broken home group is one month lower than 
the 7.85 obtained by the intact home group, and is not a significant dif-
ference. A comparison of these means with the expected grade score, 8.8, 
yielded a difference of one year fetardatlon for the former group and 
only a slightly less retardation for the latter group. 
With reference to variability, a very small difference existed be-
tween the lower and upper limits In both groups. However, the upper limits 
of 11.6 for the broken home group and 12.1 for the intact home group are 
much higher than the grade placement of 8.8 The standard deviations of 
1.86 and 1.66, respectively, Indicate that there Is slightly greater vari- '" 
--:-.· 
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ability in the ~roken home group. This difference, however, was not 
significant. 
The difference obtained between the means in grade point averages 
was lower for the broken home group. The mean of 2.36 for the intact home 
group was equal to a grade of C; that for the broken home group, 2.17 was 
equal to a c-. 
With reference to variability, the lower limits of the range for 
the broken home group was less than one point lower than that of the intact 
home group. Mean grade point averages of A (4.0) were attained by students 
in both groups. This might be indicative that a broken home situation as 
well as difficult intact home environment may cause some children to 
compensate for the difficulties by excessive educational striving, thus 
becoming extremely competent students. It may be concluded, therefore, that 
since differences in achievement were insignificant the null hypotheses 
are retained. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sunvnary 
The present investigation was a comparison of differences in 
academic achievement of boys in grade eight who came from intact homes 
and those who came from broken homes and are currently residing at 
Father Flanagan's Boys' Home. 
Purpose of the investigation.--The purpose of this investigation 
was to determine whether or not intact home and broken home students 
in grade eight at Father Flanagan's Boys' Home would (1) score 
significantly differently on the SRA Achievement Series, and (2) 
earn significantly different grade point averages for subjects studied 
during the 1964-65 school year. Further, it was the ~i·m of the writer to 
seek answers to specific questions: (1) Does an envlronmental factor, 
broken home, warrant modifications of an educational program ? (2) Is 
it a variable to be considered in designing a specific program in an 
institutional setting ? 
Procedures of the investigation.--The data pertinent to the 
study were collected and tested in the following manner: 
1. A careful survey of the literature relevant to the current 
study was made in order to become acquainted with findings 
of previous research. 
2. The broken home sample was selected and matched with the 
intact home boys on chronological age and relative academic 
aptitude. 
3. School records were examined to secure the WISC intelli-
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gence quotients, standardized achievement test scores, and 
grade averages. 
4. The t•test was applied to the means of scholastic aptitude 
and chronological ages of both groups for purposes of 
comparability. 
5. The case histories were reviewed at the Welfare Department of 
Father F1anagan 1s Boys 1 Home to obtain data of the boys 1 background. 
6. Data for the standardized test scores and the grade point 
averages were totalled for the two groups and differences were 
statistically analyzed. Null hypotheses were tested. A 
difference at the 5 per cent level of confidence was accepted 
as significant for this study. 
Findings.--As a result of testing the two pull hypotheses of 
this investigation, the following findings were presented: 
1. Nonsignificant differences were found between the mean grade 
equivalent scores on the separate tests of the SRA Achieve-
ment Series,with the exception of Arithmetic Reasoning, for 
which the t-value indicated significance at the .05 level 
of confidence, favoring boys from intact homes. The evidence 
from the mean composite grade equivalent scores yielded a 
nonsignificant difference. 
2. No significant difference was found between the grade point average 
means earned in courses pursued during the school year 1:964-65. 
Conclusions.--The findings of this study warrant the following 
conclusions: 
It would appear that students from intact homes and broken homes .. ,::: 
were achieving equally well in academic subjects. 
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Analysis of the data also Jed to the following conclusions which 
seemed to answer the questions posed: 
While there is an indication in the sub-test, Arithmetic Reasoning, 
of a significant difference at the 5 per cent level of confidence 
on the basis of statistical results, it is felt that the difference would 
not merit a change in the basic curriculum, but could be adjusted just as 
well by teacher adaptation and application. 
It is further felt by the writer that much more investigation into 
multi-factors is necessary before concrete adjustments should be recom-
mended. Empirically speaking, this has often been the case in educational 
adjustment and compensation, e.g. too eager wi 1 I ingness to jump at' 
conclusions and initiate changes that would later prove to be more harmful 
than beneficial. 
At Father Flanagan 1s Boys• Home, a system of placement has been 
devised which of itself is rather unique. After careful consideration 
and investigation based on standardized tests, it can reasonably be assumed 
that there is a high correlation between reading ability and arithmetic 
ability. Consequently, grouping is as homogeneous as can be in the 
arithmetic area, simply because there are available more trained reading 
teachers than there are math teachers, and in reading, groups can be 
reduced into groups within a group. This can be shown as follows: 
Class 8-5 consisting of 21 pupils, percentile range of 85 to 75, 
SRA Basic Arithmetic Skills results; reading range 10.6 to 7.8 SRA 
Achievement Series tested results. The arithmetic teacher does not have 
too much of a spread and can work at a constant speed. However, the group 
is split into three reading groups: high, medium, and low, each group 
averaging approximately six to seven pupils. They are taught at their 
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various levels by one teacher. Special abilities and disabilities are 
taken care of by individual adjustment should the need for it arise, by 
placing children in one of five other classes with various degrees of 
ability. 
It is felt, therefore, that the findings of this study do not 
Indicate at this time the need for an adjustment in curriculum to correct 
the difference found in Arithmetic Reasoning between boys from intact 
homes and those from broken homes. Further, It Is felt that the null hypo-
theses of the study are substantially accepted with the exception of 
Arithmetic Reasoning. 
Recommendations 
1. It would seem profitable for future Investigators to consider place-
ment away from home, for a specified length of time, as a variable 
affecting academic achievement. Such an Investigation would need 
to be longitudinal, with testing upon entrance and again upon termi-
nation of the specified time at the institution. This would seem 
to provide opportunity to make comparisons of achievement after some 
adjustment had been made to new environmental surroundings. 
2. Comparison of academic achievement between intact home boys placed 
In an lnstituion, similar to the present study, with boys living 
In normal home situations would probably be most revealing. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF THE INTACT AND BROKEN HOME GROUPS 
AT TIME OF TESTING, APRIL, 1965 
Student Number Intact Home Group Broken Home Group 
1 14-11 14-11 
2 14- 1 14- 0 
3 15- 0 15- 2 
4 14- 7 14-10 
5 14- 9 15- 3 
6 15-11 15- 9 
7 14- 5 14- 3 
8 14- 5 14- 6 
9 14- 0 14- 4 
10 14- 6 14- 1 
11 15- 0 15- 0 
12 13- 0 13- 1 
13 13- 0 13- 4 
14 15- 6 15- 6 
15 13- 6 13- 5 
16 15- 4 15- 1 
17 14- 3 14- 4 
18 14- 2 14- 6 
19 15- 1 15- 3 
20 14- 3 13-10 
21 12-11 13- 0 
22 15-10 15- 7 
23 14- 4 14- 2 
24 12-10 12- 5 
25 13-11 13- 4 
26 14- 8 14-10 
27 13- 8 13- 8 
28 14- 1 14- 1 
29 16- 6 15- 9 
30 13- 8 13- 8 
31 14- 3 14-10 
32 14- 1 14- 0 
33 14- 3 14- 5 
34 15- 8 15- 8 
35 15- 3 }5 ... 0 
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MENTAL AGES OF INTACT AND BROKEN HOME GROUPS 
Student Number Intact Home Group Broken Home Group 
1 12- 4 12- 8 
2 16-11 16-11 
3 13-10 13- 9 
4 13- 7 13- 8 
5 11- 5 11-5 
6 14- 2 13- 9 
7 15- 5 15- 8 
8 13- 7 13- 9 
9 14- 3 14- 7 
10 12-10 12- 4 
11 15- 1 15- 4 
12 14- 2 14- 3 
13 15- 7 15-11 
14 10- 5 11-10 
15 15- 8 15- 7 
16 13- 2 13- 1 
17 14- 9 14- 5 
18 14- 0 13-11 
19 12- 5 12- 8 
20 14- 4 14- 4 
21 13-10 14- 4 
22 13- 6 13- 1 
23 12- 9 12- 1 
24 13- 9 13- 8 
25 l3- 4 13- 1 > 
26 13- 9 13- 4 
27 11- 6 11-U 
28 11- 7 11-10 
29 15- 6 14- 8 
30 14- 4 13-11 
31 14- 0 14- 8 
32 11-10 11- 6 
33 11-3 10-11 
34 13-10 14- 5 
35 12- 8 12- 7 
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GRADE POINT AVERAGES EARNED BY THE INTACT AND BROKEN HOME GROUPS 
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1964-65 
Student Number Intact Home Group Broken Home Group 
1 .93 2.06 
2 2.25 3.00 
3 2.79 2.48 
4 2.86 3.58 
5 .79 .56 
6 2.58 1.00 
7 3. J1 3.84 
~ ~ 
8 2.30 .85 
9 3.92 3.25 
10 1. 75 2.00 
11 3.50 2.76 
12 2.88 2.88 
13 2.85 4.00 
14 .56 .66 
15 4.00 4.00 
16 2.46 2.25 
17 3.50 3.02 
18 2.79 2.00 
19 2.00 1.52 
20 2.87 3.89 
21 3.96 2.96 
22 2.06 .70 
23 .94 .62 
24 3.88 2.80 
25 2.77 1.75 
26 1.60 2.86 
27 .66 1.30 
28 2.02 1.05 
29 2.00 1.38 
30 3.00 2.87 
31 2.89 3. 11 
32 1.62 .93 
33 .85 .48 
34 1.58 .84 
35 2.00 2.79 
